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Abstract
This study uses Steel Slag Coarse Aggregate (SSCA) as a mixture replacement, preamble material to improve soft soils, which is economic, and has good effect environment. Recently, the development and utilization of by-product, waste and recycle materials must be studied and investigated as a source of improved material for soft soils as, an economic and good effect environmental. The study analyzes effects of both replaced mixtures, (SSCA) or (TCSA) on improved soil bearing capacity and expected settlement after verifying the model. Numerical modeling of the one of real store loaded strip using, PLAXIS, 2D, strain deformation behavior to achieve field visible and measured deformations of untreated soft soil. Numerical studies were devolved to investigate geomechanics parameters improved to compare between using (SSCA) or (TCSA) as, replacement mixture. Results demonstrate that using (SSCA) improved compressibility and strength of shallow soft soil layer significantly than using (TCSA) mixture, while (SSCA) improved strip footing ultimate bearing capacity, (UBC), by 84.4% compared with increase of 20.5% when using (TCSA) mixture at the same thickness. In addition, the study highlights the effective (SSCA) replacement thickness ranges between (0.65 ~ 0.80) footing width.
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1. Introduction
A comparative numerical study of the optimum thickness of the mixtures of re-
placement layer (SSCA) or Traditional Stone Coarse Aggregate (TSCA) mixed with dry natural soil is investigated. Many studies had investigated and reported that the by-product of the steel industry has many advantages to use in construction road and other engineering concrete work as aggregate in wildly grain sizes. In addition, steel slag has been widely used in many civil engineer applications and construction and recommended, as the fiber used as a source of aggregates for many civil engineering constructions [1] [2] [3].

The primary purpose of sustainability improved the shallow soft soils deposit by using practical engineering partial replacement, to reduce excessive settlement when subjected to excess load, by increasing its low bearing capacity and controlling its deformations. Using Steel Slag Coarse Aggregate (SSCA) mixed with dry weight of this soil as replacement mixture used to improve soft soils in Egypt is economic and has a good effect on environment. Recently it should develop utilization such as waste and recycle materials as a source of improved material for problematic/soft soils.

Using replacement of soft fine soils by coarse material was investigated in many studies as, surface drainage or vertical drains to accelerate the soil settlement and improve its properties before construction on it [1] [3] [4] [5].

The saturated soft fine soil is one of the problems soil needs to improve before being constructed on it. Many researchers had recorded many different methods for improved problem soil, lowering ground-water, pile stone, and replacement with different granular. Also, lightweight expanded clay aggregates have been developed as approaches of improved soft fine soil parameters for engineering studies [3] [4] [6] [7].

Also, when compared between many methods of mitigating fine soft soils, geo-technical properties, the partial replacement of any shallow depth of these soft fine soils, in practical engineering work, improvement can be an effective method.

There are many methods used to mitigate soft fine soils foundation layer, under applied foundation load affecting, such as improved method by injection stabilization and solidification [2] [6] [7] [8].

In this study based on numerical fundamental stress strain model values [9] [10] [11] [12], this study investigate geotechnical parameters mitigating fine soft soils were compared to carry out an effective thickness of different replacement materials used. Therefore, many parametric numerically study to achieve and focused on the mechanical performance of soil treated systems. As quoted by reference [13], “However, until now the practical thickness of replacement is usually selected based on soil experts’ experience”.

Thus, a series of numerical models suggested study loaded strip support on the different thickness and different materials of replacement to carry out and record the mechanical behavior during the analyses to optimize replacement thickness model. The strip footing loaded model study considers stress-strain performance. In addition, one model of untreated soil was simulated the true store strip loaded
area observed and recorded in the site to realize site deformation and failure capacity of natural soil. In addition, the bearing capacity of the improved soil cases by different replacement (SSCA) or (TCSA) mixtures thickness have been investigated and calculated to conclude the results of this comparative study.

The effective thickness of partially replacement mixtures (SSCA) or (TCSA) that may be found under loaded rigid strip is predicted from a numerical model for loaded strip store area establish using finite element analysis. The effects of different parameters in improved saturated fine soft soil to increase its load capacity and reduce its total and differential settlements have been studied and compared. Also, natural untreated saturated fine soft soil and loaded strip area are simulated on a numerical model for comparison with deformation measured and recorded in the site under surcharge store loading. The numerical analysis is carried out using the well-known software package PLAXIS 2D, version 8.6.

2. Zone Considered and Observed Soil Acting Field

The paper presents suggested improved part of soft soil in the site of salt stores at Al-Qubari-reconstruction axis, Alexandria, under store load, as a numerical case study. “Soil in site stratified, top layer with depth 2.0 m is silty sandy clay filling, rest on silty clay layer with depth eleven meter overhead of fine sand soil extended to depth twenty-five meter. The water table depth was noted at a depth of 1.50 m from the ground surface. Field and laboratory investigations were carried out to determine soil properties”.

Investigate the effective and optimum thickness of different replacement material layers of natural graded granular soil, (TCSA) or slag coarse aggregate, (SSCA) with numerically study. After investigating the soil characteristics from a realistic case study which are simulated numerically to achieve actual soil parameters that were deduced from laboratory tests on soil samples which were extracted from the site, as well as the field testes results that were executed during samples taking out. The numerical study was carried out by many numerical models using PLAXIS 2D to represent the natural soil layers which loaded with the storage load to achieve the actual subsidence and loading capacity of the soil as was monitored in the site to verify the indications soil parameters used in the numerical analysis to study the optimum replacement thickness.

The verified numerical soil model has been used in this study to investigate the efficiency of the remove and replace method for improvement of the saturated soft fine soil considering different replacement materials, (SSCA) and (TCSA) to inspect optimum thickness, interaction area, stiffness, and density.

The natural soft fine soil and the replacement material, effective properties resulting from experimental tests conducted in the lab and needed in this numerical study to simulate the actual performance of actual and improved soil model are illustrated in Table 1. The numerical model of strain deformation behavior of the shallow soft soil layer is investigated and compared using (SSCA) and (TCSA) as a top partial replacement drainage material.
Table 1. Replacement mixture, thickness, and its properties used in the numerical study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Upper Soft Clay Soil</th>
<th>intersection soil &amp; (TCSA)</th>
<th>intersection soil &amp; (SSCA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial water content (%)</td>
<td>54.50</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Density γ_b (kN/m³)</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Density γ_sat (kN/m³)</td>
<td>16.672</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness</td>
<td>5B</td>
<td>0.10B</td>
<td>0.25B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Strength, lab vane, Su (kPa)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B, is Loaded area width, (footing width).

3. Numerical Model

The numerical analysis of the natural state was carried out with 2D finite-element software PLAXIS 2D, version 8.6. The result of the experimental modal foundation system was considered natural soft soil case and the soil improved with replacement mixture, (SSCA) or (TCSA) with percentage 50% and its varies replacement thickness, (H/B) = (0.5, 0.65, 1.0, 1.5) in numerical analysis with strip footing with width 7500 mm, (presented the field loaded strip considered) rested on two cases of replacement. The two cases simulated the obtained reference settlement and ultimate bearing capacity of this strip footing soil arrangement system. Also, the intersection soil presented the bottom interlocking between the top of natural soil with a mixture of replacement material as in Lab experimental tests. Two soil models have been used in the finite element analysis, the hardening soil model, (HS) and the soft soil model, (SS) to consider the increase of soil stiffness. The replacement mixture, (SSCA) or (TCSA) layer is modeled as an elastic-plastic model depending on the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion in PLAXIS. Table 2 contains the soil parameters used in two models consider in this study. After preliminary simulations, Figure 1 shows the dimension, lateral boundaries condition, and scale factor of the numerical model analysis system considered. The developed finite element mesh, in this, studied for arrangement model for two improved mixtures replacements results are compared.

In the case of natural soil, several trials to catch enough foundation vertical load steps development and achieve ultimate state, Qu reached and corresponding its settlement have inspected from the output of analyses and load-displacement curve for each load step. At ultimately failed load measured and its related vertical field deformation was inspected to examine and justify the numerical analysis results, as shown in Figure 2. The top filling layer in the field has been simulated as a surcharge surface load and considered its settlement. Figure 2 indicates a good comparison between the predicted settlement from the model study and measured observed vertical settlement to realize the assumption and soil data in the numerical model considered in this study.

After verification of numerical models and soil parameters, the study cases of various replacement thicknesses, (H/B) = (0.5, 0.65, 1.0, 1.5) were investigated to
Table 2. Natural soil and replacement mixture, properties used in two model finite element analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Upper Soft Clay Soil</th>
<th>Lower Clay Soil</th>
<th>intersection soil &amp; (TCSA)</th>
<th>Replacement mixture (TCSA)</th>
<th>intersection soil &amp; (SSCA)</th>
<th>Replacement mixture (SSCA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>SS/HS</td>
<td>SS/HS</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drainage</td>
<td>Undrained</td>
<td>Undrained</td>
<td>drained</td>
<td>drained</td>
<td>drained</td>
<td>drained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_b$ (kN/m$^3$)</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>20.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{sat}$ (kN/m$^3$)</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>21.02</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_t$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c'_t$ (kN/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$ ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_o$</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda'$</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k'$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{so}$ (Mpa)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{out}$ (Mpa)</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{so}$ (Mpa)</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E'$ (Mpa)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{out}$ (Mpa)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu'$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Finite element mesh and strip footing soil arrangement system.

reach the optimum replacement thickness, (H/B) as in lab experimental tests.

Figure 3 & Figure 4 illustrate the comparative results of three cases studied of replacement thickness with the case without any replacement for two replacement material mixture, (SSCA) and (TCSA) studied. The figures indicated that the replacement mixture, (SSCA) is more effective in improving fine soil and reduced the strip vertical settlement by about 49.5% with an effective thickness
Figure 2. Foundation of normalized vertical displacement at failure load step, justified with field measured, considering two soil modes, (HS) and (SS).

Figure 3. A comparative normalized vertical displacement, replacement mixture, (SSCA).

Figure 4. A comparative normalized vertical displacement, replacement mixture, (TCSA).
of (SSCA) not exceeding 0.65 the width of a strip foundation, \((H/B = 0.65)\). While using (TCSA) reduced the vertical settlement of the same strip footing by about 28.4% with a larger effective thickness of (TCSA), \((H/B = 1.50)\).

Numerical analyses, results as, pressure-settlement curves for natural soil and improved soil by two replacement material mixtures, (SSCA) and (TCSA) studied, illustrate in **Figure 5**. From pressure settlement curves the ultimate bearing capacity can be determined by the tangent intersection method. Comparative between these values of ultimate bearing capacity indicates that using replacement material mixture, (SSCA) with \(H/B = 0.65\) improved strip footing ultimate bearing capacity by 84.4%, while using replacement material mixture, (TCSA) with \(H/B = 1.5\), improved strip footing ultimate bearing capacity by 55.6%.

Many results can be appreciated from numerical analyses to more incentive the performance of cases studied. **Figures 6-8** show some results of the analyses as, the deformed mesh, vertical displacement, vertical stress, vertical strain, and excess pore water pressure reduction under strip foundation, at ultimate load step of using replacement mixture of (SSCA), is improved. Also, the analysis can be used to highlight a reduction in long-term deformation problems in the shallow soft soil layer, by using back analysis considering the soft creep model for the same arrangement of strip footing replacement soft soil layers’ model.

The comparison between strip footing vertical displacement rest in improved layer with thickness 0.65 m using (SSCA) and (TCSA) mixtures are shown in **Figure 9**. Many cases have been studied in this model for the best and optimum

![Figure 5. A comparative pressure-settlement curves for case study.](image)
Figure 6. Foundation of deformed mesh and vertical displacement at ultimate load step.

Figure 7. Foundation of vertical stress and vertical strain at ultimate load step.

Figure 8. Excess pore water pressure under strip foundation.
replacement thickness under foundation, as shown in figures. The results indicate that the identical conclusion expected by lab experimental study in another work of others.

**Figure 9** illustrates the surcharge acting on the surface of natural soft soil by replacement mixture percentage with constant (H/D = 0.65) and its weight increase preloading to improved excess primary settlement.

In addition, the effective thickness of partially replacement mixtures (SSCA) and (TCSA) has been investigated in case study considering a retail three strips laded areas observed failed in the site and their settlement and deformed shape measured and recorded. **Figure 10** represents the effect of two replacement mixtures (SSCA) and (TCSA). The figure indicates that replacement mixtures (SSCA) are more affected in improved soft fine soil with smallest thickness than replacement mixtures (TCSA). Compared using (SSCA) mixture as a replacement at the same thickness result indicate that good improvement achieves than as using (TCSA) mixture as a replacement.

### 4. Conclusions

Recently adapted mathematical modeling analyses to guess and examine the variation of soil foundation system response reverence to plan strain analyses are the admirable trick for satisfactory analyses for geotechnical problems.

Numerical study indicates a good comparison between the predicted settlement and ultimate bearing capacity for strip footing from model study and measured observed vertical settlement with achieving the assumption and soil data in the numerical model considered in this study.

From numerical analysis results, it can be observed the ability of improved soft fine soil by replacement with (SSCA) mixture by increasing the bearing capacity by 184.4% and reduced settlement by 49.5% decreases of strip footing rest on this soil and the effective degree of improvement is achieved at thickness equal to 0.65 of strip footing width (H/B = 0.65). Comparing using (TCSA) mixture as a replacement at the same thickness result indicated that the same improvement...
did not achieve as using (SSCA) as a replacement. But to achieve improved bearing capacity by 154.6% increases and reduced settlement by 28.4% decreases of strip footing width, it must use (TCSA) mixture as a replacement thickness not less than, H/B = 1.5.

It was found that the (SSCA) mixture used as a replacement material mixture is more effective in improving the performance of fine soil by its rough surface texture which ensured strong bonding and adhesion than using (TCSA) mixture one at the same thickness.

Also, numerical analyses results can be useful to draw the good regeneration of soil improvement performance and its characteristics and also, can be highlighted on a reduction in soil long-term deformation problems.
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